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In their paper^) Beckenbach and Jackson eonsidered some properties of sub­
functions for a dominating family of functions and studied a Dirichlet problem 
relative to that family of functions. In this paper the author follows them, develops 
their researches and gives some applications to partial differential equations of 
elliptic type.
I. Notations, definitions, postulates and theorems that they set or obtained are 
reproduced here with slight modifications for the later use.
Let Z) be a plane region (non null connected open set) and H a family of circles 
IC such that
a) fc lies with its interior K  in D, that is,
K ^ fc+ K O D ,
b) for any point P  of D, every small circle with center at P  and every small 
circle through P  belong to
Let fV be a family of functions whose domains of definition are and
which satisfy the following postulates.
P o s t u l a t e  I . For any member and any continuous boundary value
function h(P)  on k, there is a unique function F (P )^ '^ (P ; h, tc)  ^^ such that
a) F(P )= H (P ) on tc,
b) F(P)  is continuous in "^(iF)=K,  where SD(F) denotes the (closed) domain 
of definition of F.
P o s t u l a t e  2. For each constant M^O, if
® (F ,O aK  (/ = 1 ,2 ) 
and -Fi(P) S  Fa(P)+-M  on k,
then F i(P )^ F a (P )+ A f in K  ;
further, if the strict inequality holds at a point of k, then the strict inequality 
hold throughout K.
R e m a r k . If F  6 S  and ® (F )= -ff, then
SC P ; F, 7 )  = F (P )  i n f ,  
for any 7 G If such that 7 lies together with its interior F  in K.
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3) E. F. Beckenbach and L. K. Jackson, Su])funclions of several variables. Pacific Journal of Mathe­
matics (1953).
2) In the sequel the elements of are denoted by tc, y,  . , , , and their interiors by K,  P ,  >  ^  ^ , 
respectively.
Defin itio n  I. A continuous function ^ (P )  defined in a region contained 
in is called a sub-g function in j?, if it holds
a:) in K,
for any a: 6 ^  such that KGS^.
T h e o re m  I. A  function g{P ), continuous in is a sub-'^ function in Q if, 
and only if, corresponding to each P  o f there exists a sequence o f circles 
with center at P  and o f radii p„^0, such that
g ( P ) ^ K P ; g .  O .
T h e o re m  2. I f  gn(P) is a sub-'^ function in Q fo r  n ^ l ,  2 , . . . .  and gn~^g 
uniformly on each compact set o f then g{P ) is also a sub-^ function in Q.
T h e o re m  3. I f  g^iP), , gn{P) cire sub-^ functions in Q, then the
function g{P) defined by
^ (P ) = m ax[^i(P), g^iP), ••• , ^«(P)] 
is also a sub-^ function in Q.
T h e o re m  4. I f  g  (P^ is a sub-^ function in Q, then fo r  any a: 6 ^ with 
the function g^(P) defined by
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fo r  P ^ Q --K ,  
\ ( P - ,g ,K )  fo r  P ^ K ,
is also a sub-% function in Q.
De fin itio n  2. Super-g  functions are defined by reversing the inequality in 
Definition I. It is easy to show that results analogues to Theorems I<^4, with 
suitable alternations, hold for super-g functions: in addition to writing “ super-^ 
function” for “ sub-f? function,” we reverse the inequality in Theorem I and re ­
place “ max ” by “ min ” in Theorem 3.
De fin itio n  3. We shall say that a function F (P ) , which is continuous in 
and satisfies
i^(P) = !? (P ;P , O  in K, 
for each with KCLQ, is an g-function in Q.
Hence F  is an ??-function if and only if F  is both sub-f? and super-
R em ark . An f?-function need not belong to S, but a function P 6 S  is an 
function in the interior of ® (P).
Let /^(P) be a bounded, but non necessary continuous, function defined on the 
boundary of a bounded region Q. We shall define h, and h by 
^(Q ) = Iim sup /z(P), Zz(Q) = I im ^ f  h{P).
S - > 0  P Q < S  S - ^ o  P Q < S
T h e o r e m  5 .  Let f ( P )  and g(P) be a super-% function and a sub-'^ function in 
Si, respectively. I f
g (Q) S J (Q ) on m, 
then g(P ) S f ( P )  in Q.
Let H { P )  be a function defined in Q. We shall define H, H  on by 
^ (Q ) =  Iim H ( P ) , ^ (Q ) =  Iim jn f H {P ) .
5->0 P Q <  S S->0 P Q <  8
D e f in it io n  4 (Dirichlet problem). By a solution of the Dirichlet problem for 
a bounded region j? and a given boundary value function h on o>, relative to 
we shall mean a function HQP )  which is an f^-function in Q and satisfies
K Q ) ^ M Q ) ^  H ( Q ) ^  h (Q )  on o>.
To construct such a solution of Dirichlet problem we shall use the so-called 
Poincare-Perron method.
D e f in it io n  5. A  function 0 ( P \  bounded and sub-g in 12, is an under-function 
of first kind provided that
0 (Q )  ^ h ( Q )  on CO, 
and an under-function of second kind provided that
0 (Q )  (Q )  on CO.
A  function ¥ ( P ) ,  bounded and super-g in Q, is an over-function of first kind 
provided that
W (Q ) - ^ h ( Q )  on CO, 
and an over-function of second kind provided that
W (Q ) - ^ h (Q )  on o>.
An under (over)-function of second kind becomes clearly an under (over)-function 
of first kind. U(U*) and 0 (0 * )  denote the families of under-functions and over­
functions of first(second) kind, respectively.
P o s t u l a t e  3. For each constant M  and any there exist a bounded super-g 
function f ( P )  and a bounded sub-^ function g ( P )  such that
g ( P ) < M < f ( P )  in
From this it is clear that the famihes U, U*, D and O* are not empty, re­
spectively.
T h e o r e m  6. I f  0 e Vi and W 6 O , then
0 ( P )  ^ W  ( P )  In Q.
C o r o l l a r y . I f  0  ^U* and W € D*, then 0 ^ W  in
P o s t u l a t e  4. For any a: 6 ^  and for any collection { h ^ ]  of functions which 
are continuous and uniformly bounded on k, the functions ^ ( P ; h v ,  tc) are equi- 
continuous in K.
D e f in it io n  6. We shall define the functions H ° ( P ) ,  H ^ ( P ) ,  H o ( P )  and H ^ (P )
by
F P ( P ) ^ m i W ( P ) ,  iZ*rP) =  In fr (P ) ,  
iZo(P)=sup 0 ( P ) ,  /F (P )-S u pc^ (P ).
4>cU*
T h e o :^ e m  7. The functions H'^(P) , i/ *(P ), H o (P )  and H^,(P) are ^-functions
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in Q and it holds
in SI
and H o iH ^  are called the over-solution of first (second) kind and the 
under-solution of first (second) kind of the Dirichlet problem for and h, relative 
to I?, respectively.
R em ark . If h is continuous on o, then
H ^ ( P )^ H o ( P \  H \ P ) ^ H ^ \ P )  in 
De fin itio n  7 (Regular boundary point). A boundary point Q of is regular 
(relative to ??) provided that, for every continuous boundary value function h on 
CO, the functions i7*(P ) and H^(P) satisfy
Iim (P ) = Iim H  CP) =h(Q).P-^ Q P^ Q *
T heorem  8. I f  a boundary point Q of Si is regular, then
m )  ^  ^  (Q^ ^  K Q )
for every bounded boundary value function h on co.
P r oof. Since hQP) is upper semi-continuous on co, we can find a decreasing 
sequence of continuous functions /z„(P) on co, such that hn\lt .  Denoting by 
the over-solution of second kind of the Dirichlet problem for and hn, we have
H % P ) ^ H X P ' )  in S2.
Since Q is regular,
^*(Q ) ^  Iim i/* (P) = /? /© ).P-^ Q
Hence we get by letting n-^oo,
(Q) ^  KQ) >
The inequahty h(Q )^H ^(Q )  is shown similary.
T heorem  9. I f  all boundary points of Q are regular, an "^-function H(P) in 
Q, such that
( P )^ i f ( P )  (P ) in Q,
is a solution o f the Dirichlet problem for  Q and h. Especially i f  h is continuous on
CO, the Dirichlet problem has the unique solution H ^ ( P ) ( P ) .
Ex a m ple . Consider the case where consists of harmonic functions. Take
for the unit circle: \z \^ \x+ iy\< l,  and let Ke'^), Q^d<27Z, be given as follows:
f l  for irrational 6, 
h(e'^) = \
to for rational 0.
Then
77,^ (P)^O , H o ( P ) ^ H ^ ( P ) ^ H ^ ( P ) ^ h  
De fin itio n  8 (Barrier). For a boundary point Q of a circle a: with 
center at Q and with K  C.D, and constants 5>0, M  and N, a function
s ( P ) ^ s { P ) t c , e ,M ,N )
is a sub-barrier provided that
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a) s(P)  is a sub-g function in
b) s{ Q ')^ N ~ e ,
c) ' s { P ) ^ N + e  on co[^K,
d) S ( P ) ^ M  on /TflJ?.
A function
S (P )sS (P ;a :, e ,M ,N )  
is a super-barrier provided that
a) S (P ) is a super-g function in J^C\K,
b) S { Q )^ N + e ,
c) S X P ) ^ N - e  on
d) 5 ( P ) ^ M  on ArflJ?.
T heorem  10. For a boundary point Q of ^  and fo r  each set o f constants ^>0, 
M  and Ny there exists a sequence of circles G ^  with center at Q and radii 
fo r  which super-barriers S(P;fCn, e, M, N )  and sub-barriers s(P;k„, e, M, N )  exist, 
then Q is a regular boundary point.
2. Let /£:, be two circles crossing at two different points, and {h,,{P)\ 
a sequence of non-negative continuous functions defined on a:, such that
hn{P) ^hn-VliP) on AT, 
hn{P)=^ on tc~r,
\\mhn{P) = l on a :n r.W_>CX)
Then by Postulate 2 the functions i? (P ; hny a:) tend to a limiting function in K, 
independent of choice of Let f?(P, tc, 7) denote this limiting function. We
shall now set up the following postulates.
P ostu la te  5. If O'= I, 2) and
P i(P ) ^  P2CP) on /c, 
then p 2(P )^ P i(P )+ ® (P ;i^ 2- P i ,  a:) in K ,
where @ is a family of functions which satisfy Postulates 1-^2 and further
a) (B(P;Xh, fc') = m { P ; h ,  a:)
for any a: 6 any continuous function h on tc and any positive number k,
b) ® (P ;a:, 7 )< ^  on
where is a positive constant less than I, dependent only upon tc and
P o s t u l a t e  6. Let Q be a point of D, and P  be a point ( =^Q) in the interior 
K  of a circle tc ^ ^  with center at Q, then there exist a super-JJ function /  and a 
sub-?? function g  in K, such that
l / ( 0 ) ~ iV |< ^ , / ( P ) < M  
and \ g m - N \ < € ,  g (P )> M ,
for each set of constants  ^>0, M  and N.
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X) The family of all harmonic functioiivS forms evidently a ©-family.
T h e o re m  11 (Poincare’s condition). I f  fo r  a boundary point Q o f Q there exists 
a closed triangle J with vertex at Q, such that
then Q is a regular boundary point
P ro o f .  We shall give the construction of a sub-barrier for a suitable small 
circle k with center at Q. The existence of super-barriers can be treated similarly.
Let /Co € ^  be a circle with center at Q. Then there exists a super-g function 
/ ( P )  in K, such that
l / (Q ) - iV |< Y .
By continuity there is a circle fcOKoy concentric with kq, such that
f (P )< N + s  in K.
Now define M'  ^= min[M,
Then by Postulate 3 there is a sub-f5^  function ^ (P )  such that
g (P )< M ^  in K,
Let QTt, QT 2 be two sides of J and QTo the line-segment bisecting the outer 
angle of Q. Take three points Qo, Qi and Q2 on Q To, QTt  and Q T 2, respectively, 
so that
P= QQo= QQi= QQi-
Let a:' be the circle through Q, Qo, Qi, and ic" the circle through Q, Qo, Q2. If we 
choose P sufficiently small, k' and belong to and lie together with their in­
teriors in K  LetfT/ be the arc QoQ/(/ = 1,2) not containing Q and set <r = <7iU<T2.
We can then construct, by Postulate 6 and Theorem 3, a super-?? function F  
in K, such that
\F (Q )-N \< e , F {P )< g (P )  on 
Define the function P *(P ) by P * (P) = m in [/(P ), P (P )] , then P * (P ) is a super-?? 
function in K  and satisfies
|P * (Q )-iV |< e ,
F^ ( P X g ( P )  on (X,
F * (P )< N + e  in K  
We now define H,'QP) and H /Q P) on K '  and K ", respectively, and F„(P) in 
as follows:
i^ i'(P ) = f?(P ;P * , O  in K \
^F* {PJ on k" - K ' ,
/ / / ( P )  = I i? / ( P )  on k"C\K',
k'O in K '\
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F*(P)  on k' - K " ,
H '  (P) = I H 'U  (P)  on a:' n  K",
^ ( P - ,  H ' , K ' )  in K ',
/F=^(P) on K ''-K ',
= iP) o r iK "^K ',
for n = 2, 3, ••• , and
W - 2(P) in K " - K ' ,
W i ( P )  in K ’- K " ,
for k = l ,  2, -  , where F o (P )S F ^ (P ) .
Since F *(P )  is a super-f? function, [F„(P)} forms a decreasing sequence of 
super-§ functions. Let
L  = min F*(P).
P^ K'UKf/
By Postulate 3, there is a sub-^  function g'CP) such that
g ' ( P ) < L  in K ' UK".
Then g '(P )< F „ (P )S F * (P )  in K ' LIK",
for W= I, 2, ••• , and
F2,_ i(P) = ??(P ;F 2,_i, «0 in K',
F2.(P )  = 8f(P ;F 2,, «") in K", 
for k = l, 2, . Hence, by Theorem 2 and Postulate 4, the limiting function 
U(P) of F„(P) exists and is an ^-function in K ' UK". In view of Postulates I 
and 2, we can show easily that U(P) is continuous in K 'U K "  except possibly at 
Q and Qo-




W^i(P) = O on k' - K " ,
OS Wi(P) S 2 C  on ic'nK", 
where C= max_ [1F*(P)|, |^ '(P ) |]> 0 .
P^K'I) Rf/
By Postulate 5,
0 S W i (P )S 2 C ^ ( P - ,k', k'O
<2C q'  on k"HK',
SC that 0 s W i ( P ) < 2 C q '  on ic"r\K',
where q' is a suitable positive constant less than I. Also 
W^a(P) = O on k " - K ' ,
Og PFa(P) < 2 Q ' on k"C\K', 
so that O SW i(P ) <2Cq'q" on ic 'f \K",
where q" is a suitable positive constant less than I. Consequently 
0 SW ^(P }< 2 C q  o nK "r\K ',
Q&Wz(,P )<2Cq^  on ^ 'r\K ",
where q = mm{_q', q^'\
Repeating this argument we obtain
T^ 2^ -i(P ) <  on k’'  n
0^ IF 2^ ( P )< 2Q 2^  on
for ^=1, 2, ••• . From this it follows that the functions F n (P )  converge uniformly 
on and Hence on account of Postulate 2, we see that U ( P )  is
continuous at Q  and Qo-
Now we define the function s ( P )  by
( K - K ' U R n ,  
ImaxZg(P ), U ( P ) I  on S 2 H (R 'u R n .
We shall show that 5 (P ) is a sub-barrier sQ P ; fc, e, M , N ) .  Since U < g  on <y, s 
is continuous and sub-Q^  in ^ f ]K ,  and
U (Q )= = F ^ (Q ) ,  \F^'( Q ) - N I  <6 ,  
gCP) <  min[M, U ( P )  ^  P *  (P ) <  N + e in K,
so that
 ^S (Q ) -  Iim s (P ) >  N -  6,
P-^Q
s ( P ) ^ N + €  on coD R ,
' s ( P ) ^ M  on tc(~]S2.
Thus S ( P )  satisfies all the conditions of Definition 8 and is a sub-barrier desired.^  ^
P o s t u la t e  6*. Let be a bounded region such that j? c A  and let P, Q  be 
two different points in Then, for any set of constants  ^>  0, M  and N, there 
exist a super-g function / and a sub-g function g  in such that 
|/(0)~iV|<e, f ( P ) < M ,
\ g (Q ) - N \ < e ,  g ( P ) > M .
Postulate 6 follows immediately from Postulate 6*.
T heorem  12. In order that a boundary point Q  of Q be regular, it is necessary 
and sufficient that, for  any set of constants e> Q ,  M  and N, there exists a sequence 
of circles with center at Q and of radii p«->0, for  that super-barriers SCP;fc„y
6, M , N )  and sub-barriers s ( P ; tCny s, M , N )  exist.
P ro o f .  It suffices to prove that the condition is necessary. For this we shall 
construct a sub-barrier at Q. Let / (P ) be a super-f? function in a circle tc' € ^  
with center at Q, such that
i/cq) - a k^ |.
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I )  The case where we can form a disk outside Q  in place of triangle in Theorem 11 was proved 
in the paper of Beckenbach-Jackson under different Postulates from ours. They do not set 
such a Postulate as P. 5, which is certainly undesirable. But the author can not support their 
proof. Indeed, the two limiting function u ' and u "  in their proof do not coincide necessarily 
on K ' on
Then, in a suitable small circle KC.K' ,  concentric with K\  we have
IZ (P )-T V K  e.
By Postulate 6* and Theorem 3, we can find a super-g function f ' ( P }  in a 
region such that
\ f ' ( Q ) - N \ < e ,  on >cr\i2,
where
M = m \ n lM ,  min f {P ) - ] .
* P^K
Let
/min[Z(P), Z '(P )3  ono>f\K,
IZ '(^ )  on ( o - K ,
and let H q( P )  be the under-solution (of first kind) of the Dirichlet problem for 
and h. Since Q  is regular and h is continuous at Q, we have 
\\mHQ{P') =  K Q ) > N - ~ 6 .
P-^Q
Let H q ( P )  be the under-solution (of first kind) of the Dirichlet problem for 
and h\ where h'  is defined by
Xh(P)  on (dC\K,
Then w^ e have
H q( P ) ^ H q' ( P )  in 12 DK,
for any under-function of the first problem is also an under-function of the second
problem in S2r\K. Hence
N - 6 < l i m H Q ( P ) ^ H Q ' ( Q ) .
P-^Q -
By our construction
H q' ( P ) ^ f ( P )  in K D 12, 
so that H q' ( P ) ^ N + £  on roHi?,
and since every point of KDf2 is regular,
H q'  ( P ) ^ M ^ ^ M  on fcni2.
Thus Ho ( P )  satisfies all the conditions of Definition 8 and is a sub-barrier desired. 
The existence of super-barriers can be shown similarly.
3. As an application we consider the partial differential equation of elliptic 
type:
. d^u , d^u rr N
where f ( x , y , u )  is a continuous function defined for ( x , y ) ^ D  and — oo<^<oo. 
Suppose for simplicity that f (x ,  y, u )  is continuous differentiable with respect to 
each variable and that /,/ is non-negative and bounded.
It is well known that, for any small circle /r 6 ^ contained with its interior K
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I )  When S2ViK is not connected, we mean by H q ' the collection of imder-solutions of Dirichlet 
problem for each component.
in D  and for any continuous function h defined on tc, there exists a unique regular 
function u which satisfies
Au==--fQx,y,u) in K,
U =  h on fc.^ ^
We take for ^ a family of such circles, that is, circles for which the boundary 
value problems relative to Ju = f ( x , y ,u )  and relative to continuous boundary values 
are always solvable, and for §  the family of solutions of the above boundary value 
problems. Thus Postulate I is satisfied.
Let L  be a constant such that
z ( x , y ) ^ L - x ^ > 0  for ( x^y^^K.
By putting u =  zv, the equation A u = f ( x ,y ,u )  is reduced to
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To verify Postulate 2 we suppose that Ft'^  F ^ + M  on tc and F ^ > F 2 + M  at a 
certain point of K  Then setting Fi /z=  Vi for / = 1 ,2 , we have
F i - F a - - ^ o  on a:,
Z
MF i - F 2“ -y - > 0  at a certain point of K  
Hence there is a point (^o,3^ o) € -S', where V f - V ^ - ^  attains its maximum and it 
holds at (xo,3^ o),
that is,
F x - V , )  = ^ ,  J (F i -  V 2 ) S 2 M [ j ^ + ^ )  at
On the other hand, since Fi  and are solutions of Au=f { ,x,y ,u ) ,  we have at 
(^o,3'o),
j ( V i -  V2) =  v>(x,y, V i ) - ^ x , y ,  F a ) + ^ ^ ( F i -  Fa)
= ( F i -  F2)[^>; F a S fg  Fi.
Since fu' ix,y, u ) ^ 0 ,
<P.'(x,y, ix, y, u) + I  >0 
and F i - Fa>^^ at (xo,3'o)-
Therefore we obtain at (xo,yo),
I )  Picard, Legons sur quelques problemes aux Hmites de la theorie des equations differentielles 
(1930).
Dirichlet prohlem 11
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This is a contradiction. Hence F^ -^ F^+M  in K. The last part of Postulate 2 is 
proved similarly. Thus Postulate 2 is satisfied.
Before we verify Postulate 3 we remark that, if u is tv/ice continuous differ­
entiable with respect to and y, and satisfies
d u ^ f { x , y ,  u)
or J u ^ f ( x , y , u ) ,
then is a sub-f? function or a super-§ function.
Let be a bounded region such that 12CD, and M  be a given constant. Let
L =  max \f (x ,y ,0)1
(X, y )^a
then the function uCx^y) defined by
u(x
where M * is a constant, satisfies
- L ^ O
and u{x ,y )>max[_M,0 ' } ' ^Q  in j2,
if M * is large enough. Since /„'^0, we have
Ju^f(x,y, 0) ^ f(x,y, u).
Hence u \s a bounded super-g function and u > M  m The existence of a bound­
ed sub-?? function u such that u < M  in is shown similarly. Thus Postulate 3 is 
satisfied.^)
We now go to verify Postulate 4. Let ^ (x ,y\  h,tc) be the function, harmonic 
in K  and continuous on K ,  which coincide with h on tc. Then 
^Qx,y\ hv, ic' )=^{x,y\ hv, tc)+Wv{.x,y),
Wv{x,y)  =  G(x,y; tOv+^v)d$dv,
ZTT J J K
where ^>v^^(x ,y;  hv,tc~) and GCx,y; $,v )  is the Green’s function of K  with pole 
at (f, v) .
Assume that hv are uniformly bounded, then are equicontinuous in K  as is 
well known, and by Postulate 3 and Theorem 5, ^{x,y;  hv, tc) are uniformly 
bounded, say \^(x,y\ hv,tc)\<L. Then
dx - W v { x , y )
. I f
 ^271 . K
M /
271 J CK
GAx,y\ wv+^ ^>) d^dv
Gxix,y\ ^ ,v ) d$dv^W i{x,y),
where
I )  We note that the function obtained above has the continuous derivatives of ^ll or4er^,
Similarly
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dy Gy{x,y\ S,v) d$dv^W2(x,yy
Since W i  and W 2  are bounded in K, ^r~Wv and ~ ^W v  are  so ; hence areOX dx  '
equicontinuous in K. Thus Postulate 4 is satisfied.
Postulate 5 is verified as follows. Since / « '^ 0  and F i ^ F ^  in K  (Postulate 2),
d{F 2 - F i ) = f { x , y , F 2 ' ) - f { x , y , F i ) ' ^ Q  in K.
This shows that F 2- F 1 is subharmonic. Hence
F 2 ( P ^ - F i ( P ) ^ ^ ( P ; F 2 ~Fi ,  k) in K .
Finally we shall verify Postulate 6*. Assume w ithout loss of generality  tha t
O = (0,0), P= (a, 0), a^O,  and that
max U x f , \ x ~ a \ ^ ' ] < R < ^ .
Since / /  is bounded, there  exists a positive constant L  such that, for any v,
\fQx,y, u) ~ f { x , y ,  u+v) \<L\v\ ,  i x ,y^
Let be a regular function such that
u(Q, Q X N ,
A u ^ f { x , y , u )  in j?.
Indeed such a function exists as proved above.^^ Set
g^ix,y') = u{x,y)+ v(x , y), vQx,y) = k(ix~ay+/jix^'\  
w here /^ , ii are  positive num bers and /2 is a positive in teger such th a t
L R < 2 n ( 2 n - V ) .
Then for any ?. and /i,
Ag= A u+ Av ^ f i x , y, u) +L\v\
> f ( x , y g ' ) .
Thus ^  is a sub-g function desired in Postulate 6* provided th a t  ^ and /x are 
so chosen that
g(0, 0)=u(0,  0)+Aa^^ = N,  
g(a , O) = U (a, 0)
The existence of super-g functions is shown similarly.
E x a m p les . Au =  c{x,y)u+(p{x,y) ,  c<ix,y)'^Q\
Au = c(x, y) (u+sinu') + cp(x, y ) , cQx, y )  ^O.
4. Next we consider the elliptic equation
Au = f ( x ,  y, u)
under different conditions: /  and all its first partial derivatives are  continuous for 
( x , y ) ^ D a n d  — oo<^/<oo, and fu rther we suppose th a t / ^ 0 ,  / / ^ O  and / /  is 
increasing w ith respect to u.
Then for any small circle a: 6 ^  contained w ith its in terior K  in D  and for
I) See th  ^ foot-note of page 11,
any continuous function h defined on /c, there exists a unique regular function u 
which satisfies
A u ^ f{x ,y ,u )  in K,
U = h on a:.
We take for ^  a family of such circles, that is, circles for which the boundary 
value problem relative to Ju = f(x ,y ,u )  and relative to continuous boundary values 
are always solvable, and for ^  the family of solvations of the above boundary value 
problems. Then Postulates I'--5 are satisfied as in the previous paragraph. Hence 
Theorems !---IO hold for this case. Postulate 6 will not be verified but we can 
show that Theorem 11 remains true.
Lemma I. Let Q be a bounded region such that and P, Q be two dif­
ferent points in Q. Then, for  any set o f  constants M  and N, there exists a super-"^ 
functions h in Q, such that
h{Q)==N, h(P)< M .
P roof. Assume without loss of generality that O== (0,0), P=-(a, 0), a^O, and
that
\x—a\^'}<R<oo,
Let IV be a regular function, continuous in j?, such that
A w ^ f{ x ,y ,w )  in 
IU (0, 0)>N,
Such a function exists by Postulate 3.^  ^ Set
hCx,y)==w(x,y')~v{x,y ) , v(ix,y^^-k{x—a y  
where /j. are positive numbers and ^ is a positive integer such that
L=  max \w{x,y')\,
R  max I fu  Qx,y,u')']u=.L<2n{2n-V).
Then for any X and /jl,
Ah = A w -  Av ^ f i x ,  y, w) - v l f u  Cx, y, u) 2u=l 
^ f i x , y , w - v )  = f{x ,y, h) , 
since z;^0 and / /  is increasing with respect to u.
Thus is a super-f? function desired in Lemma provided that X and /i are so 
chosen that
h(Q, 0 ) - ^ (0 ,  =
h(a, O)= W(a, O')-
Lemma 2. Let Q be a point o f  D. Then for any set o f  constants N  and M  
(> N ) ,  there exist a circle with center at Q and a function g, such that
a) gCP) continuous in K  and sub-^ in
birichlet problem 13
I)  See the footnote of page 11.
b) g(Q) = N ,g ( P ) ^ N  in K  and g{P^ = M  on k.
P ro o f .  Let us assume that Q is the origin of coordinates. Let atq be a fixed 
circle with center at Q and of radii p, such that KqC.D, Then there are a positive 
number a « p )  and a function such that
a) U is a solution of the ordinary differential equation
= max_fCx,y,u) in \x \^a ,
b) U(X) is increasing in \x \^a  and ^^(0) = N ,  u(a') = M. Indeed such a function 
is given by the form
dt
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X  =
/  Const. +2
Putting
ge(x,y) = uCx cosd+y sin^), x^+y^^a^, 
we have Jge (x, y) = F(ge') ^ f ( x ,  y,ge).
Then the function g  defined by
g{x,y)--  sup ge(.x,y)==u{Vx'^+y^)O^ 0<27T
is a sub-f^ function desired in Lemma.
P roof of theo rem  IL By Lemma I the existence of sub-barriers at Q is 
clear.i) We shall give the construction of a super-barrier for a suitable small 
circle it with center at Q and for any set of constants <s>0, M  and N.
By Lemma 2 there exist a circle a: G ^  with center at Q, such that K d D ,  and 
a function g  such that
a) g{P) is continuous in K  and sub-g in K,
b) g(Q^=N, g ( P ) ^ N  in K  and ^ (P ) = max[M, A/'] +  l on k.
Choose a infinite sequence of circles fCi € ^  such that
_  cx» _
Ki(ZK-A,  U K i ^ K - 4, 
and define the functions S,(P) by
ISC-P; 5 ,-1, KjQ)) for P^Kjii'),
‘ for P ^  'K -A -K j io ,
where and { j ( i ) } = 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, ..........  for / = 1, 2, 3 , .......... . Then
Si(P) are sub-§ in K - A  and
Si-^(P) ^  Si(P) in K -A .
We note that
AS  ^=f(x, y, Si) in Kju), P= (x, 3;),
that is, 5,(P ) are subharmonfc in 
Now we define
I) See the proof oi Theorem 11 in Paragraph 2.
KjU)) for P e  KHO,
for P ^ K ~ -^ K 7 ( , o, 
for /=1, 2, 3, , where H ^sg.  Then in Potential theory’ we know that
i-^ CO
is harmonic in K - A  and, since Q is regular relative to the harmonic equation,
Iim H (P )^g (Q ) =N,
P-^Q
Comparing Si and Hi, we obtain
g(P) ^  Si(P) ^  Hi(P) in K - J .
From this it follows that
Iim 5,(P)==^(P)
/ - C O
exists and is an g-function in K —J. Also
g(P) ^  SQ P)^ H (P) in K -  J,
therefore S(Q) = N,
S ( P ) ^ N  in K -A ,
S ( P ) ^ m a x [ M , o n  KH( K- A) .
T hisshow s that S(P ) As a super-barrier S(P\tc, e, M ,N )  in Kr\ii,  since A is 
outside Q. Thus the proof of Theorem 11 is completed.
By replacing K - A  by Kf\[^ in the above proof we can show the existence of 
super-barriers S (P  \ tc, e, M, iV) provided that Q is regular relative to the Laplace 
equation Au = O. Hence we obtain
T h e o re m  13. I f  a boundary point Q o f Q is regular relative to the Laplace 
equation, then we have
H^ (Q )^h (Q )
fo r  every bounded boundary value function h.
Finally we add the following theorem.
T h e o re m  14. I f  all boundary points o f are regular relative to the Laplace 
equation, then we have
H ^ (P) ^  H^(P) 
fo r  every continuous boundary value function.
P roof . By Theorem 13 we have
H*(.Q)^h{Q') on ro, 
for every continuous boundary value function h. Since H"^(P) is an f^-function 
in it is an under-function, so that
H ^(P ) ^  H^(P),
therefore H ' \ P ) ^  HJiP').
E x am p le . Ati = c(x,y)e^‘+Cp(X^y), c(x,y)~^0, cp(x,y)^Q.
R em ark . We return  to the general case as treated in Paragraphs I'--2. Then 
Theorems 13--14 remain valid if we add the following postulate.
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P o stu la t e  7. If and ®(F) then F  is subharmonic in K. 
Hence Theorems I--14 hold for the elliptic equation
Au=f{x ,y ,u) ,  
where /^ 0 ,  /« '^ 0  and /„' is bounded.
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Ex a m pl e . Au =  +  <pCx, y ) , c{x,y)^Q, <p(x,y)^0.
